PAPAGO MEN’S GOLF ASSOCIATION

INDIVIDUAL STROKE PLAY EVENT
GROSS AND NET
BLUE/WHITE COMBO TEES
SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 2017
FIRST TEE TIME 8:00am

$20 ENTRY FEE
ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27 @ 10 PM
FORMAT:





PMGA Blue/White Combo Tees.
Play within flights; Gross and Net against the flight; Players can only win one way.
Scrip payouts to 25% to 33% of each flight.
Guests welcome: Will get 80% of verifiable USGA handicap; limited to net 68.

OPTIONAL CASH GAMES:




Gross and Net Skins ($10 for both)
Gross and Net Par 3 ($5 each) (winner-take-all) (bogey disqualifies; except, if no one is bogey-free,
winner will be low gross/net score with only one bogey; or if none, then low score with only two bogeys)
Gross and Net Final Four ($5 each)

RULES: Play is governed by the USGA Rules of Golf and the PMGA Local Rules, and subject to PMGA
Tournament Policies and Procedures and other rules and guidelines for PMGA events.
TIME CLOCK/PENALTIES: The 14-minute/2:10 rule is in effect.





Each group must finish each nine holes within 14 minutes of the group ahead, or within 2:10 or less.
Time-clock: One Marker must time stamp a scorecard after all Players have teed off on the first hole,
and again after all Players have completed (putted out on) each nine (three stamped times total).
Penalty: one stroke to each Player for each nine in which a violation occurs.
Any appeal for a delay due to a lost ball on holes 8, 9, 17, or 18 must be made to the Committee
promptly upon completion of the round.

SCORING:

The Marker shall legibly record the Player’s gross score on each hole and add the score for
each nine; the Player shall check his card for legibility and accuracy as to each hole and each
nine; and the Marker and Player shall then each sign the card. The Player shall then hand his
card to a Committee member and wait until the card has been checked and approved.
SIGN UP AND PAY ONLINE AT WWW.PAPAGOMENSGOLF.COM

